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OBJECTIVES

1. Introduction to technical indicators

2. Types of Indicators

3. What are momentum indicators?

4. Knowing moving averages

5.How to apply MA's & RSI trading

strategy?



Technical indicators are pattern based
indications generated by price & volume of a
particular instrument being traded by the
traders. Technical analysts use indicators to
forecast future price changes by evaluating
previous data.

Technical analysts use technical indicators to determine
market entry and exit points.
Technical indicators can be used for trading decisions by
analyzing them either on a stand-alone basis or when
combined.

INTRODUCTION TO
TECHNICAL
INDICATORS



TYPES OF INDICATORS

OSCILLATORS
1

OVERLAY
2



Oscillators are a special subset of technical
indicators that oscillates between a local
minimum and maximum and focuses on
market momentum. 

1. OSCILLATORS/MOMENTUM INDICATORS

Traders and investors define price turns and
reversals within ranging markets using
oscillators because they swing within a
generally defined range.

Traders and investors define price turns and
reversals within ranging markets using
oscillators because they swing within a
generally defined range.



1. OSCILLATORS
In many cases, technical analysts consider using multiple oscillators on a single chart as redundant because they bear
a striking similarity in their mathematical formulas, function, and appearance. Technical analysis uses oscillators, such
as RSI, Stochastic, MACD, CCI etc.

STOCHASTIC 



Overlays are special types of technical indicators used by traders and investors to identify
overbought and oversold levels. They provide insight into the supply and demand of an instrument.
Commonly used overlays include Bollinger Bands and moving average.

Other than giving the overbought and oversold conditions, Bollinger Bands measure the impending
market volatility. On the other hand, moving averages are used to determine and measure the
strength of a market trend.

2. OVERLAYS

MOVING AVERAGE 

BOLLINGER
BAND 



WHAT IS A MOVING AVERAGE?

.

A moving average is a technical indicator that market analysts and investors may use to determine the direction of a
trend. It sums up the data points of a financial instrument over a specific time period and divides the total by the
number of data points to arrive at an average. It is called a “moving” average because it is continually recalculated
based on the latest price data.
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Simple Moving
Average (SMA)

1
Exponential Moving
Average (EMA)

2

TYPES OF MOVING AVERAGES
The following are the two basic forms of moving averages:



SIMPLE MOVING AVERAGE (SMA)

The simple moving average (SMA) is a straightforward technical indicator that is obtained by summing
the recent data points in a given set and dividing the total by the number of time periods. Traders use the
SMA indicator to generate signals on when to enter or exit a market. An SMA is backward-looking, as it
relies on the past price data for a given period. It can be computed for different types of prices, i.e., high,
low, open, and close.

 
In financial markets, analysts and investors use the SMA indicator to determine buy and sell signals
for securities. The SMA helps to identify support and resistance prices to obtain signals on where to
enter or exit a trade.

When generating the SMA, traders must first calculate this average by adding prices over a given
period and dividing the total by the total number of periods. The information is then plotted on a graph.



SIMPLE MOVING AVERAGE (SMA)

Established Downtrend
The price of the
instrument falls above
Moving Average
Sell when Price closes
below Moving average



EXPONENTIAL MOVING AVERAGE
(EMA)

The other type of moving average is the exponential moving average (EMA), which gives more weight to
the most recent price points to make it more responsive to recent data points. An exponential moving
average tends to be more responsive to recent price changes, as compared to the simple moving average
which applies equal weight to all price changes in the given period.



THE BEST MOVING AVERAGE PERIODS
FOR DAY-TRADING

When you are a short-term day trader, you need a moving
average that is fast and reacts to price changes immediately.
That’s why it’s usually best for day-traders to stick with EMAs
in the first place.



When it comes to the period and the length, there are usually 3 specific moving averages you should
think about using if you are a short term trader

THE BEST MOVING AVERAGE PERIODS
FOR DAY-TRADING
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THE BEST PERIODS FOR SWING-
TRADING

Swing traders have a very different approach and they typically trade on the higher time frames (4H,
Daily ,Weekly) and also hold trades for longer periods of time. Thus, swing-traders should first choose
a MA and also use higher period moving averages to avoid noise and premature signals. Here are 3
moving averages that are particularly important for swing traders
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MA BULLISH CROSSOVER

BULLISH CROSSOVER

A Bullish crossover occurs when
the faster MA (EMA 10) crosses
above the slower MA (EMA 20) 

In this illustration we have
explained an example of EMA 10
crossing EMA 20. It can be a
combination of any slower EMA
with faster EMA like 50 crossing
100 or 100 crossing 200 etc.

Bullish crossover is also known
as GOLDEN CROSS



MA BEARISH CROSSOVER

A Bearish crossover occurs when
the faster MA (EMA 10) crosses
below the slower MA (EMA 20) 
In this illustration we have
explained an example of EMA 10
crossing EMA 20. It can be a
combination of any slower EMA
with faster EMA like 50 crossing
100 or 100 crossing 200 etc.
Bearish crossover is also known
as DEATH CROSS

BEARISH CROSSOVER



RSI INDICATORS

RSI can be used to spot a general trend.

It is a leading indicator and is widely used by Technical
Analysts over the globe.

The objective of RSI indicator is to measure the change
in price momentum.

 Moreover, RSI can also be used to look for failure
swings, divergences and center line crossover.

It is considered overbought when it goes above 70 and
oversold when it goes below 30

Relative Strength Index (RSI) is a momentum oscillator, developed by J. Welles Wilder,
which measures the speed and velocity of price movement of trading instruments
(stocks, commodity futures, bonds, forex etc.) over a specified period of time.



RSI INDICATORS

It is a leading indicator and is widely used by Technical
Analysts over the globe.

It is considered overbought when it goes above 70 and
oversold when it goes below 30

OVERBOUGHT

The RSI oscillates between zero and
100. Traditionally the RSI is considered
overbought when above 70 



RSI INDICATORS

It is a leading indicator and is widely used by Technical
Analysts over the globe.

It is considered overbought when it goes above 70 and
oversold when it goes below 30

The RSI oscillates between zero and
100. Traditionally the RSI is considered
oversold when below 30

OVERSOLD



ROLE OF 50 IN RSI
In relative strength index, the mid 50 line acts as a very important line to indicate the price direction.

It is usually seen that the price continue to stay above the mid 50 line during the bullish phase while it
faces strong resistance from the 50 line in RSI during the bearish phase of the market.



We look for Bullish or bearish crossovers of MA's 

In a buy set up we place the SL two levels below the
entry price & incase of a sell set up we place the SL two

levels above the entry price

Calculate the SL pips (RISK) & multiply it by
1.5 to get the target PIPS (REWARD)

STRATEGY

The RSI line shoud cross above 50 incase of a
bullish set up & it should cross below 50 in case of

a bearish set up.

RSI + MA CROSSOVER TRADING STRATEGY

1 2
3 4



STAY TUNED! JOIN OUR NEXT
WEBINAR

KEY TAKEWAYS

WHAT IS MACD INDICATOR?

DIFFERENT COMPONENTS OF
MACD

USING MACD INDICATOR

WHAT IS BOLLINGER BAND?

DIFFERENT WAYS OF USING BB

MACD + BB TRADING
STRATEGY



THANK YOU
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